Abstract
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Charm of Presence
Lately, post-modern has acquired new territories, which have not been participated it its genesis before. These territories, being exempted from any deformations and destructions in the past, now fell under the expansion of simulation of novelty. They have became concerned with the process of legitimating of their new status in pos-modern environment. These territories, along with their population, suddenly found themselves on stage of self-presentation, right after the "iron certain" raised. We are talking of geographic territories, former carriers of "mighty life programs", as Ortega y Gasset has expressed. 2 At the same time, these new territories still retain their natural intention toward Lyotard's meta-narratives as the background for integration, while performing self-determination. A whish to integrate into "the World", the very same "nostalgia for meta-narratives" 3 still exists within us. We strive for "civilized" standards of modern era, for standards at all, we still hope for mythology and sacredness of this world, hope for universal discourse (either humanistic, moral, cultural, national, edu-cational…). The intention toward self-determination and legitimization through communion with something great, if not yet politically arranged, is, after all, of our archetypical property. However, how does the integration ever comply with post-modern environment? Does it make sense for us? Are we aliens to integrate to the world? Isn't our certified "exotics", which is shaped and adapted to perform for foreigners, an evidence of integration into mosaic world (say, world of tourism)? Isn't it a part of that global system of total consumerism, that same "entropic fatality of leveling all cultures", as expressed Baudrillard?
1 After all, the very post-modern itself was determined by festivity of sovereignties of "little narratives", of values of "equal dialog" into which all have been integrated already. The very world has abandoned the "totalizing" and "suppressing" discourse of epic "grand narrative", leaving us with the unique great discourse of meta-consumerism. Under post-modern condition, any approved cultivation of "differences" -let them be of ethnic, cultural or technologicaljust proves and backs the processes of destruction, deconstruction and disintegration. This cultivation gives the right to independence for differences, while their "integration" into disintegrating world is nothing more but merely evidence of affiliation to what exists no more. Disintegration sublates Participation, while allowing the Presence.
Illusion or Anamorphosis?
Behind the façade of radical and shocking self-presentation, the post-modern has hidden the "contemporary world", the "civilized world", or the "western world", mutilated beyond recognition. The "modern" and "advanced" no more equals to "progressive" and "humanistic". All these abstractions are nothing but well equalized to ensure comfort consumption -all which is framed by "the least marginal difference" 2 . The very metonymy of integrating objects looses its destination, as any metonymy with necessity leads to meta-narration. The very Human, as an aggregation of meta-narrations of civilization is thing of the past now. "The world no longer needs us", states Baudrillard. 1 And this is not even a merely alienation, -this is dissolution of a human in operational pragmatism. The real power hides in the shade, leaving us with recycling whipping dolls of politicians. The power oppresses nobody anymore, it doesn't maintain the order by correcting marginal people -this appears as not of tolerant now. There is no more men, neither women around, hens no more need in heroes, as they violate political correctness. The indifference toward its own content has spread across the reality 2 , and resembles to absenteeism of images decorated on must-to-visit tourist's guides. "The Clash of Civilizations" by Huntington 3 lost its meaning completely, since meta-narrations were declared as devaluated. At the same time, it is naïve to rely on unipolar world as well. All attempts of the States to govern the world just evoke even more reasons the world is to be governed for. The policeman just induces incidents, which presumably is to solve later on. Meantime, world nations do not consider America as traditional governor for one simple reason: the very same America has emerged while being on the great run, the escape from world nations. Even if, as Huntington insists, to call this escape as happened "to seek a better future". 4 Whatever we want to call it, it still won't add any legitimacy to unipolar governor-the very same legitimacy Lyotard was concerned of 5 . Eventually, it is hard to disagree with the fact, that loosing proper relations of "power and subordination" distorts the reality badly. 6 Nowadays, only Europe remains connoted with "the world". But that connotation is all that's left of the Europe. This transformation constitutes the post-modern anamorphosis of the "contemporary world", the world, that will never be the same West -but only from the point of view of its provinces. Deconstruction of meta-narratives leaves nothing for 1 great metonymies. The West is doomed to exist within the perception of its peripheries, among which it still refers to the use-value, while continuously slipping over the horizon of veracity -doomed to exist as anamorphosis, which recognition and legitimacy depends on spectators' attitude.
By that, not the world itself, but its anamorphosis is in need of us now, is in need of interested spectators -the same way the "concept art" is in need of people from the street to resettle itself into their self-conceit minds for proliferation. The same way "unconscious God" of Lacan 1 resettles onto cozy background of family quotes of welfare. The same way the Buddhist robot priest doles out advice in Japanese Buddhist temple 2 , performing micro-narrative performance about integration of already destroyed temple into the "contemporary world". The West has no more chances for sovereign being -it is dismantling now. But nevertheless, the barbarians still save Rome.
Have We ever Landed the Europe?
The "New human type", the "Mass-man", declaring own mediocrity and claming the right for it 3 -that is who strives to integrate its traditional territories into
Europe. This is another abduction of Europe by the bulls from peripheries. Paris is in hands, hence we are Europeans now. Mass-man enjoys the access to something once forbidden, but now available, since destroyed. Now everyone can penetrate the site through the shattered walls, walk over the ruins of temples, take pictures of "holy of holies"… The ruins are indifferent, according to post-modern rules. They even belong to humankind any longer. As a result, we all appropriate the Europe, we inherit her, and as seems to us, we acquire legitimacy by that. That is not even a communion, though. Communion is an assumption of that gone through cannibalistic action -eating the body of Europe in our case -that is, obtaining the spirit of the late, inheriting its sacred power. But since there is no body, nor is there any sacredness, then there is nothing to communion by. Nothing on hands left, but anamorphosis, which we only able to cognize. Simulation of communion is only available for us, which is just merely fixation of presence proving affiliation -that is selfie. Only selfie gives meaning to any distorted post-modern anamorphosis.
Should we leave Europe alone, where it stands, as a distant hence more needed stimulus for spiritual growth? The way the very same Zeus temple is? Moreover, don't we have our own respective images, our own temples to maintain spiritual level? We have them now as distant as European ones, to be as desired. But still what indeed leads us in our hike for Europe? Eventually, there is no more need for spiritual growth, since it gives no profit, and the knowledge no more shapes the person (Lyotard again) 1 . After all, there is no more Europe nor Zeus, and very same appellative France, paradoxical it may sound, stands farthest from European ideals, as "the first country, which broke up with European tradition" 2 .
There is still specific meaning of selfie with non-existed, a kind of intrigue of easy creation of irreversible authenticity. Selfie refers to its epic historical prototype (apparently, to determine the source of obsession, one needs to find its initial epic provocation) -that is selfie made by man with the Earth while stepping on the Moon. Since that time, the very act of selfie has been inextricably linked to verification. Selfie is not only an act of verification of depicted object, but also turns to an act of determination of its own credibility. With availability of digital editing, we feel concerned not as much by verification of our presence on site, as by credibility of the pictured itself. And we prove that credibility by framing ourselves along with the object. The traces of conspiracy still exist, whether we like it or not, as that very same shadow wrongly cast on the Moon. That is why, only the metaphor of "selfie" is to be used to reflect the availability of integration into questionable anything.
So, the fake of contemporary world calls us to confirm its authenticity, its anamorphosis calls us to restore the reality. It is Europe now who abducts bulls for use, to get her beauty back again. The more we're culturally creditable, the more we're of archaic, traditional and peripheral, the more we are of "Oquz" 1 if you like,
-the stronger that anamorphosis of the Europe needs us. And since the Europe persists in seduction, it is precisely because of knowing the secret (the same secret the Power, by Baudtillard, knows about itself 2 ) that it exists no more.
We give a meaning to integration while simply capturing our own image in front of anamorphosic background. We stand in front of desired value, which is deprived from equivalency, and by taking "selfie" with that mirage we create some hope for the West, as well for ourselves. Having our archaic romanticism of peripheries, we are rescuing the West -through the remains of formerly effective but nowadays infamous meta-narrations. Because we are still under the influence of communion, under the illusion of self-superiority over the immanent reality, under the illusion of restored ties with metaphysics, with meta-narrations of heritage, with heroic past, -we are still under the illusion of reunion with that, where the Sun leads uswith nonexistent, hence unreachable horizon in the west.
We have turned out to be more of Europeans, (having our residual education, our discourse of public justice, with our smart phones on hands), than distorted and destructed autochthons of Europe. At the same time, we remained to seem like Baudrillard's simulacra of integration, which have no any reference, since the West no more exists. That is the same "Value's Last Tango" 3 
